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ABSTRACT 

This report aims to give a detailed explanation of the steps and procedures 

required to transform a manual wheelchair into a mind controlled electrical 

wheelchair. The project is conducted with the aim of completing the requirements for 

the Bachelor of Engineering in both ECCE and Mechanical Engineering, in the 

Faculty of Engineering at Notre Dame University – Louaize, Lebanon. 

The first section deals with the objectives that need to be met in order to have 

constructed a successful porotype, in addition to the reason behind choosing this 

particular project and the current need for it. 

Next, the standards and codes upon which our design is based are specified, 

followed by a list of practical constraints that have set us back, or forced us to return 

to the drawing board. 

The third part of this report deals with the mechanical construction of the 

wheelchair. A whole frame had to be designed based on stress analysis, with the 

addition of a suspension system and proper motor selection. SolidWorks was used to 

perform the required simulations and calculations upon which the entire frame was 

constructed. 

As for the fourth and last part, it deals with the different electrical aspects of the 

project. Starting with the choice of the EEG headset, to the choice of electrical 

controllers to the design of the required electronic circuits and finally writing the 

Arduino and C++ code that allow for all the mentioned parts to work together. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Need Statement 

Do you imagine being reliant on other people to perform all your daily tasks? 

Do you imagine how annoying it would be to stay days, month and even years in the 

same place and position? According to Christopher & Dana Reeve Foundation 

(Paralysis Resource Center, 2015), more than 6 million people in America live with 

some kind of paralysis. To put this into perspective, this accounts to 1 in 50 people. 

Just a glimpse into the life of a paralyzed person is enough to show you what a 

struggle it is to cope and live with paralysis. Manual wheelchairs are designed for 

people with good upper body strength. Electric wheelchairs are designed for people 

with poor upper body muscle strength, but what about the paralyzed? A wheelchair is 

to be designed in order to allow mind controlling of the device in order to help these 

people live as independently as possible. 

1.2 Objective statement  

The main purpose behind our project is to design a wheelchair that is purely 

controllable using the power of thought; i.e. mind controlled. The device will consist 

of a manual wheelchair modified in order to incorporate electric motors in the wheels. 

These electric motors will be controlled by an EEG head set. EEG stands 

for electroencephalogram. It is a device that measures the electrical activity of the 

brain from an array of electrodes on the scalp. The end product of this project is a 

mind controlled wheelchair that can be operated by any individual after a brief 

amount of training on the EEG headset. 
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1.3 Knowledge and skills 

Acquired knowledge 

In order to successfully build this design project, acquired skills from a blend of 

electrical and mechanical engineering courses are used. 

The list of electrical engineering courses includes signals and system (EEN 340) 

in which basic concepts of signal processing have been introduced. Microprocessor 

system design(EEN 324), in which the operation and programing of various types of 

microprocessors has been presented. Electronics courses (EEN 310-312) which cover 

the design and application of modern day electronic circuits. Power electronics (EEN 

455) which deals with various topics regarding control and electronics of high current 

devices.  In addition to the listed courses, information form many other courses such 

as the programmable logic controller (PLC) lab, electromagnetics, modern control… 

are needed for the successful completion of this project. 

 

As for the mechanical part of the project, the design is mainly based on acquired 

knowledge from mechatronics (MEN 401), which interfaces mechanical and electrical 

systems. Mechanical design (MEN 437), which covers the design of machine 

elements. In addition to other courses such as electronics, mechanics, dynamics, 

manufacturing, control, and graphics for mechanical engineering which were found to 

be beneficial during the course of this project. 
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Acquired skills upon completion of project 

This project greatly assisted in enhancing the practical side of our engineering 

skill set. Throughout our years in college, we have acquired a vast amount of 

theoretical concepts and principles. Although a hands on experience in engineering 

has been covered in some lab courses, a vast amount was still needed to enhance our 

skills. This project directly targets engineering from a practical point of view and 

helped us grasp many engineering concepts that we have only known as theory. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. STANDARDS, CONSTRAINTS, AND REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 

2.1 Relevant Engineering Standards 

The standards used to guide the building of the electric wheelchair are obtained 

from the international organization of standardization, ISO, and are as follows: 

 ISO 7176-3:2012:Wheelchairs -- Part 3. Used for the determination of 

effectiveness of brakes  

 ISO 7176-4:2008: Wheelchairs -- Part 4. Used for the determination of 

the energy consumption of electric wheelchairs in order to determine the 

theoretical distance range 

 ISO 7176-6:2001: Wheelchairs -- Part 6. Used for the determination of 

maximum speed, acceleration and deceleration of electric wheelchairs 

The Engineering requirement for this project are shown in table 2.1  

 Table 2.1: Engineering requirements  

 

The maximum speed attained 

should not exceed 10 Km/hr 

This speed is enough to attain mobility for a 

disabled person indoors or outdoors with 

minimum risk of accidents and injury (2001). 

The wheelchair should be able to 

handle slopes of 5˚ without tipping 

or stopping 

The recommended slope of ramps used for 

disabled people is 1:12 which is about 0.0833. 

However this figure is being implemented in 

newly designed buildings. Our design should 

http://www.iso.org/iso/rss.xml?csnumber=53816&rss=detail
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function at higher slopes to account for old 

designs and exceptions (2001). 

The brakes should stop the wheel 

chair within a meter 

 

In order to guarantee the safety of the disabled 

person, the wheelchair should be able to stop as 

fast as possible without any risk of injuring the 

user (2012). 

The wheelchair should operate for a 

minimum of 5 km on a single 

charge 

It is possible to attain higher ranges per charger, 

but for the purpose of our project, 5 km would 

do just fine (2008). 

The EEG should be setup as within 

a couple of minutes 

The operation of the wheelchair will require the 

use of a laptop, so including the time needed to 

turn on the laptop and required equipment, we 

should be up and running in a few minutes 

The user interface should provide 

the easiest navigation possible 

Taking into account that the users operating our 

device might not have a strong background in 

technology, the user interface should be very 

easy to handle and as simple as possible 

The accuracy of the EEG headset 

should be around 80 % 

EEG headsets are a relatively new technology. 

Still in its infancy stages lots of advancements 

and improvements are still to be made. 

Achieving an accuracy of 80 % using 

commercial EEGs is a very acceptable result. 
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The whole system should be easily 

transportable 

Since we are using a foldable manual 

wheelchair with external motors, we would like 

to preserve its foldability property which will 

make its transportation every simple.  

The total cost of the system should 

be around 1200 dollars 

Taking into account all the needed components 

and with  and acceptable quality level, the 

design should cost between 1000 and 1500$ 

 

 

2.2 Relevant Realistic Constraints  

2.2.1 Economic Constraints 

An electrical wheelchair, when taken apart, has many electrical and mechanical 

parts. Many of which are very expensive. For this project, a financial budget of 1500$ 

was set with the BOQ coming slightly higher at 1670$. 

 

• EEG headset: 500$ 

• Manual wheelchair: 300$ 

• Arduino controller: 70$ 

• High torque Dc motors: 150$ 

• Laptop: 0$ 

• Electronic equipment: 150$ 

• Frame: 200$ 

• Controllers: 100$ 

• Other expenses: 200$ 
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2.2.2 Health and Safety Constraints 

This project is quite delicate in the sense that its practical implementation deals 

with paralyzed people. Operating an electrical wheelchair is a safety hazard on its 

own. However, mind controlling an electrical wheelchair poses a safety hazard on an 

entirely new level. The commercial EEG, although quite reliable, is prone to error 

especially if the user is not thoroughly trained on its operation. In addition to that, 

human error is quite frequent since handling the EEG requires a huge amount of 

concentration, while distractions are all around us. So during the operation of the 

electrical wheelchair, the highest amount of safety should be implemented. Mind 

controlling the wheelchair will only occur on low speeds with additional safety 

features such a kill switches and facial features that directly bring the entire system to 

a halt. 

2.2.3 Sustainability Constraints 

Like all modern day vehicles, the electric wheelchair needs occasional 

maintenance to ensure continuous operation with minimal breakdowns. The real 

sustainability issue is faced with the EEG headset. The headset has removable sensors 

that need to be constantly hydrated and removed every time the EEG is not being 

used. Even so, with time, the sensors need to be replaced. So in order to ensure that 

the headset operates in a reliable manner, a good amount of care needs to be allocated 

with it. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION 

3.1 Level 0 

 

Figure 3.1: Level 0  

Table 3.1: Module expansion 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Module  Mind controlled wheelchair  

Inputs  brain wave signal from EEG headset 

 12V DC power supply 

Outputs  The controllability of the wheelchair movements 

Functionality Allow easy and reliable transportation for paralyzed people 

using thought to control the movement of the wheelchair. 
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3.2 Level 1 

 

Figure 3.2: Level 1 

Table 3.2: Module expansion 2 

 

 

Module  Computer system 

Inputs Information collected by EEG headset 

Outputs Collection of bits to instruct the Arduino 

Functionality Processes the information sent from the EEG headset and 

determines the desired command that the user thought of. Sends 

the command to the Arduino   

Module  Arduino 

Inputs Signal from computer 

Outputs Control signal to DC motors 

Functionality The Arduino serves as the middle man for communication 
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between the DC motors and the computer system   

Module  DC motors 

Inputs Commands from Arduino 

Outputs Movement of the chair in the appropriate direction  

Functionality The DC motors are responsible for the movements of the chair 

in the required direction. They take the needed command from 

the Arduino and execute it. 

  

3.3 Level 2 

 

Figure 3.3: Level 2 

Table 3.3: Module expansion 3 

 

 

Module  Arduino module 

Inputs Commands that need to be executed in form of bits  

Outputs Appropriate signals needed to activate the required relays 

Functionality The Arduino interprets the signal sent from the computer and 

accordingly activates the relays essential to execute the needed 

maneuver  
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Module  Relay system 

Inputs Signal from Arduino module  

Outputs Activation signals for the DC motors 

Functionality The Arduino can only provide a weak output current, not enough 

to activate the DC motor, so relays are used in order to source 

enough current. The Arduino activates the transistors, which   in 

turn active the relays. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. MOTOR SELECTION 

4.1 Torque requirements 

4.1.1 Maximum torque needed in normal conditions. 

The motors used have to meet the torque requirements in order to move the 

wheelchair. To determine the torque needed, it is essential to calculate the total 

tractive force, which is the force employed to generate motion between a body and a 

tangential surface. 

The total tractive force is given by the formula: 

 Ft = (Fr + Fa)*n where: 

 Fr is the force required to overcome the rolling resistance 

 Fa is the inertial force 

 n is the factor of safety 

n is taken as 1.1. It represents an addition of 10% to the tractive force warranted 

by the friction in the bearings of the wheels and in other drive components. 

The rolling resistance is the force resisting the motion when the wheel is rolling 

on the surface: 

Fr = W*Crr where: 

 W is the gross weight of the chair 

 Crr is the surface friction 
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The weight is given by the formula m*g. Where m is the total mass: m = mass of the 

chair + mass of the added frame +mass of the motors + mass of the batteries + mass 

of the person estimated as follows: 

 The mass of the chair and the added frame is 20 Kg 

 The two motors have a total mass of 20 Kg  

 The two batteries have a total mass of 20 Kg 

 The mass of the person and the equipment is estimated to be 100 Kg 

m = 20+20+20+100 = 160 Kg is 9.81 Kg/   

W = 160 * 9.81 = 1569.6 N approximated to 1600 N 

The values of Crr for different surfaces are found in table A1. The surface 

friction of good concrete will be used in this study: Crr = 0.010 

Substituting for the values, we get: 

Fr = 1600*0.010 = 16 N, this force will be present in the constant speed phase 

after acceleration. 

For the acceleration phase, we have to add the inertial force that is needed to 

accelerate from zero to the maximum speed in a desired time. 

Fa = m*a 

 m is the mass calculated above 

 a is the acceleration 

The acceleration is obtained using  

a = 
    

 
  where: 

Vmax is the maximum velocity that the wheelchair is allowed to reach: Vmax = 

10 Km/h = 2.78 m/s, but the wheelchair will not necessarily reach this speed. 
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t is the time to reach the maximum velocity. We want our wheelchair to reach 

its maximum velocity within 3 seconds so t = 3 s. A different acceleration can be 

achieved through PWM control once the motors are selected. 

Replacing the above values: 

a= 2.78/3 = 0.93 m/   and Fa = 160*0.93 = 148.8 N 

The maximum tractive force is Ft = (Fr + Fa)*n = (148.8+16)*1.1 = 181.28 N 

This force will be present in the acceleration phase. 

The torque that should be provided by the motors is the maximum tractive force 

multiplied by the radius of the wheels: T= Ft*r. The radius of the wheels attached to 

the motors is r = 15 cm = 0.15m. This will give us T = 181.28*0.15 = 27.192 N.m. If 

two motors are used the maximum motor torque required is T = 27.192/2 = 13.596 

N.m per motor. This torque is required for the acceleration phase. 

After reaching the maximum speed, the motors will have to overcome the 

rolling resistance only. In this case the torque required is T = (Fr*1.1)*r = 

16*1.1*0.15 = 2.64 N.m for the two motors and 1.32 N.m for 1 motor. 

As for deceleration, the motors are required to decelerate in 3 seconds from 

Vmax to 0 m/s. The required torque from one motor is Td = (148.8*0.15)/2 – 1.32 = 

9.84 N.m 

As a summary for the above, consider the case of a wheelchair (case 1) that 

accelerates to 2.7 m/s in 3 seconds, runs at constant speed for 30 seconds, and then 

decelerates to 0 m/s in 3 seconds. The torque requirements are: 

0   t    3s  T = 13.596 N.m 

3   t   33s   T = 1.32 N.m 

33s    t    36s  T = 9.84 N.m 

The RMS load torque is Trms = √
∑      

   

∑    
   

 = √
                          

      
 = 5 N.m 
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4.1.2 Case of a slope 

If the wheelchair is on a slope, the grade resistance must be added to the rolling 

resistance to determine the torque needed. It is given by Fg = W*sin(α) where: 

 α is the angle of the slope 

 W is the weight mentioned above 

The engineering requirements for this project state that the wheelchair should be 

able to handle slopes of 5˚.  

Replacing the above values: 

Fg = 1600*sin(5) = 139.5 and T =(Fr+Fg)*1.1*r  = (16 + 139.5)*1.1*0.15 = 

25.66 N.m = 12.83 N.m per motor 

Finally, consider the worst-case scenario where the chair is on a slope and with 

a zero initial velocity, and needs to accelerate. The total maximum torque will become 

T = (Fr + Fa’ + Fg)*1.1*r. Here, Fa’ is used instead of Fa because the inertial force is 

different: the wheelchair will not accelerate to Vmax in 3 seconds while on a slope of 

5˚. Considering the time to be t = 7s: Fa’ = 63.6 N and T = 38 N.m = 19 N.m per 

motor. 

In conclusion, the motors selected should be able to provide a torque of 19 N.m 

each in order to fulfill the maximum torque requirements. 

4.2 Selecting the motor 

The main constraints in the search for motors are the torque requirements set in 

section 4.1.1, and the price range. Since the shipping costs are extremely high for 

heavy-duty DC motors, we limited the search in Lebanon. 

We found what we were looking for at Arcenciel: Two used gear motors fixed 

to two 15 cm radius wheels as shown in figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: DG-168A DC Motor (20115) 

The following characteristics are retrieved online (20115) 

Model number: DG-168A 

Commutation: Brush 

Operating voltage: 24 V 

Output power: 150 W 

Gear ratio: 26.25:1 

Brake torque > 33 N.m 

No-load output speed: 135 rpm 

Gear motor rated torque: 11.3N.m 

Sound level < 60 dB(A) 

 

Table 4.1: Electric mechanism load characteristics 

 

Gearmotor  torque 
(N.m) 0 11.3 16.95 22 33.7 45.2 

Current (A) 3.6 15 18 25 38 55 

Output speed (rpm) 135 122 115 105 86 56 
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The selected motors are brushed. Although they require periodic maintenance 

and have lower efficiencies than brushless motors, they represent several advantages: 

they are cheaper to produce, they require simple wiring and most importantly, they 

can operate in extreme environments due to lack of electronics (Bru15). 

Moreover, the attached wheels are a bonus and will simplify our work in 

transforming the manual wheelchair. 

According to table 4.1, this motor is capable of sustaining the RMS torque (5 

N.m) computed in section 4.1.1 and the maximum possible torque in the case of a 

slope (19 N.m). 

The average torque constant for this motor is Kt = 0.86 

If we consider case 1 mentioned above, at Trms the current is 5/0.86 = 5.8 A 

and the output speed is 129 rpm = 0.203 m/s = 7.3 Km/h. This speed is suitable for the 

application.  

The motor efficiency is ŋ = 
  

  
 = 

     

         
      = 7.72 %. This efficiency is 

only valid for case 1 and is considered relatively low. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. DESIGN  

5.1 Design constraints 

The challenge now is to turn a manual wheelchair into an electric wheelchair 

that can be mind-controlled. This process is cheaper than buying an electric 

wheelchair. 

The frame designed has the following constraints:  

 Nothing should be removed from the manual wheelchair (wheels, 

rods…) in order to maintain the standard static and dynamic stability and 

safety of the original wheelchair. This means that the motors and drive 

wheels will be added to the existing frame. 

 The frame added should not be permanently attached to the wheelchair, 

i.e., it should be removable for travel and packaging purposes. 

 The added frame should be stable and designed against yielding and 

joint separation.  

 The two additional wheels should be able to move two to three 

centimeters on the vertical z-axis to keep contact with slightly uneven 

floors. This means that a suspension system is needed. 

 The suspension system should provide a compression force on the drive 

wheels to avoid slippage. 

 The original wheels of the wheelchair should be in contact with the floor 

at all times. 
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In summary, we need to create a removable frame with suspension system that 

will house the motors, and be fixed to the wheelchair. Furthermore, a stress analysis 

will be made for the body of the frame. 

For this, we are going to study three suggested designs. 

5.1 Design 1 

The suspension of the first design shown in figure 5.1 constitutes of a flat spring 

in the form of a cantilever beam that stores energy when deflected. We thought of 

using a flat spring because it is easy to install, easier to manufacturer and the whole 

system does not require lubrication. However, it could be expensive because of the 

price of aluminum. Aluminum is the material of choice because of its high ductility. 

 

Figure 5.1: Design 1 of mind controlled wheelchair 
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The dimensions of the cantilever beam are obtained in the following manner: 

The formula for deflection of a cantilever beam with a load at its end is found in 

Table C1:  

y = 
   

   
       

Where: 

 y is the deflection: y = 3cm = 0.03 m 

 P is the load: P = 270 N 

 x is the position of the force with respect to the fixed end of the beam: x 

= 14cm = 0.14 m 

 E is the modulus of elasticity of aluminum: E = 69 Gpa = 69*    Pa 

 I is the moment of inertia of rectangular beam: I = 
 

  
b*h^3 

The values above are replaced in the deflection formula, giving I = 1.19*      

and the relation b = 
         

   
   

Table 5.1 represents the different values of b for 1 < h < 4.5 mm 

Table 5.1: possible dimesions of cantiliver beam 

h (m) 0.001 0.0015 0.002 0.0025 0.003 0.0035 0.004 0.0045 0.005 

b (m) 1.43 0.423704 0.17875 0.09152 0.052963 0.033353 0.022344 0.015693 0.01144 

 

We will take h = 35 mm and b = 3.3 cm because these are the dimensions that 

seem to be the best fit under the wheelchair. 

The second step is to perform the static stress analysis using SolidWorks: 

 

 

 

The forces acting on the body are:  
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 250 N vertically provided by each spring. 

 300 N horizontally provided by each motor. This value is calculated by 

dividing the maximum possible torque of the motors (45 N.m) by the 

drive wheels radius (0.15 m). 

Since the parts are symmetrical, similar and detached, the study in figure 5.2 

was made on one side of the frame. In this simulation, 2024 T3 high strength 

aluminum alloy is used for the flat springs, and A36 steel for the rest of the body. 

 

Figure 5.2: Static stress analysis of design 1 

 

The stress in this model reaches 8*    Pa and above in some regions which is 

higher than the yield strength of 2024 T3 high strength aluminum which is equal to 

3.45*    Pa (R. G. Budynas, 2015). Thus, the model cannot be used and will fail. 

This model is subject to high torsion. To reduce the stress, the cross sectional 

area should be increased which will decrease the maximum deflection of the flat 

spring. 
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5.3 Design 2 

For the second design shown in figure 5.3, we will try to reduce the stress 

caused by torsion on the flat springs by rotating the beams horizontally by 90˚. The 

load by the motors that was previously causing shear and torsional stress is now 

causing axial tensile stress. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Design 2 of mind controlled wheelchair 
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Stress analysis of design 2 is shown in figure 5.4. 

 

 

  Figure 5.4: Static stress analysis of design 2 

 

Although the values of the highest stresses in the beam are reduced to 

approximately 6*    Pa, this value is still higher than the yield strength of 2024 T3 

aluminum. Therefore, this model also cannot be used and will fail. Other materials 

can be used but cost may increase significantly. 

It is also wise to mention that the motors in Designs 1 and 2 may not be always 

aligned under rough circumstances, and the body is subject to high displacements. 

That is why we thought of a tougher and more reliable frame in the following design. 
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5.4 Design 3 

In the design shown in figure 5.5 helical springs are used as a suspension 

system. The drive wheels have only one degree of freedom (vertical z-axis). 

This system is heavier than the previous two, is more difficult to manufacture, 

and requires lubrication. However, it is more reliable and can be made from steel, 

which is cheaper than aluminum. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Design 3 of mind-controlled wheelchair 
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As you can see in figure 5.6, the motors can only move vertically in the z 

direction. The square shape of bar 1 prevents the motors and drive wheels from 

rotating.  

Bar 2 is attached to the motor and is free to move vertically inside the slightly 

bigger and hollow bar 1 that is attached to the frame of the wheelchair. This model 

will allow  each motor to move vertically independently.  

 

 

Figure 5.6: degree of freedom of the motors. 
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Moreover, bar 1 contains springs that will deliver a down force to keep the 

motors in contact with the ground and to avoid slippage. The spring will be designed 

later. 

Figure 5.7 shows the non-permanent joints fixing the designed body to the 

wheelchair.  Bar AB is attached to bracket E by two bolts 1 and 2. While bracket E is 

attached by four bolts to the wheelchair with brackets C and D. 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Non-permanent joints of design 3. 

 

 

The industrial drawings of the different components of design 3 can be found in 

appendix E. 
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5.5 Stress analysis of bar AB: 

The datasheet of the motors indicates that each one can give a maximum torque 

of 45 N.m. Although this is highly unlikely to happen, this value is used in the stress 

calculation: Fm =45/0.15 = 300 N. In addition the force by each spring acting on the 

body is 250 N. 

Figure 5.8 represents the different forced on the bar. 

 

Figure 5.8: forces on the bar AB  

 

In the following study, the bar AB is assumed to be fixed from both ends. The 

force in the Y direction can be modeled by a force and a torque on the bar as showed 

in figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.9: Free body diagram of bar AB 

 

This is an indeterminate problem. Using the SAP software, the reactions and 

moments shown in figure 5.10 at the two fixities are determined: 

 

 

Figure 5.10: Reactions at the fixities of bar AB. 
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F1x = F2x = Fx= 0 N 

F1y =F2y = Fy = 300 N 

F1z = F2z = Fz = 250 N 

T1 = T2 = 30 N.m  

M1y = M2y = My = 12 N.m 

M1z = M2z = Mz = 19 N.m 

The von misses stress is computed at point C (on the surface) since it is in the 

middle of the bar, there is no notch sensitivity and the torsion is at maximum. 

At point C we have: 

∑Mx = 0 

Mcx – 30 = 0 so Mcx = 30 N.m 

∑My = 0 

Mcy + 250*(0.04) - 12 = 0 so Mcy = -2 N.m 

∑Mz = 0 

Mcz + 300*(0.04) -19 = 0 so Mz = -7 N.m 

 

Figure 5.11 shows the cross section of the bar. 

 

 

Figure 5.11: Cross section of bar AB 
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Iy =  
    

  
  

            

  
           

Iz = 
    

  
  

            

  
           

At point C: 

δcx = 
      

  
  

      

  
 = 

        

          + 
    

          = -3.2 MPa 

Tyx = Tmax =  
 

      
 

Tyx = = 
  

                  
          

The Von-misses stress is: 

 δ’ = (                                         Pa 

The stress analysis for the entire body is made on SolidWorks and is shown in figure 

5.12. The material used is A36 steel. 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Static stress analysis of design 3 
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The highest Von Mises stress in this model is approximately 5*   Pa. This is 

far less than the yielding stress of A36 steel which is equal to 2.5*      . The factor 

of safety against yielding is 2.5*   /5*    = 5 

The Von-misses stress on point C obtained in the calculations is 4.98*   Pa. 

The two answers are very close with an error less than 1 %. This means that the 

simulation is reliable and that the assumptions taken are correct. 

Moreover, we can see that the displacements shown in figure 5.13 are less than 

a tenth of a millimeter and are not a cause for concern. 

 

Figure 5.13: Displacements in design 3  
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Figure 5.14 shows the wheelchair in real life after manufacturing. 

  

Figure 5.14: Wheelchair after manufacturing 
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5.6 Bolts 

In the following study, the load factor guarding against joint separation is 

calculated. 

The bolts subjected to the study are the four top bolts that attach bar AB to 

bracket E. The study will be made on the two left hand side bolts 1 and 2 only since 

there is symmetry. 

 

Figure 5.15: Dimension of members and washers 

The bolts used to clamp bar AB to the other components are M8 bolts (they 

have a 8 mm major diameter) class 4.8 and entirely threaded.  

The washers used have a thickness of 1.75 mm. 

The thickness of the members and washer is shown in figure 5.15. 

n0 = 
  

               
 

 Fi is the preload. Fi = 0.75*At*Sp where: 

At is the tensile stress area and can be found in table D1: At = 36.6     

Sp is the minimum proof strength found in table D2: Sp = 310 MPa 
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 Fi = 8509 N = 8.5KN 

 Ptotal is the total load: Ptotal = 500N 

Here, the torque is ignored due to small distances between the fasteners and the 

x –axis. 

 N is the number of bolts: N = 4 

 C = 
  

     
 where Kb and Km are computed as follows 

Kb is the bolt stiffness given by the formula Kb = 
       

           
 where  

 Ad is the area of the unthreaded portion: Ad = 
   

 
 = 

   

 
 = 50.27     

 At = 36.6     as mentioned before 

 E is the modulus of elasticity of steel: E = 207 GPa 

Figure 5.16 shows different dimensions and nomenclatures of fasteners used 

here. 

 lt is the length of threaded portion of grip. lt = l –ld 

 l is te grip and is equal to 20 (thickness of the two plates) + 2t (thickness 

of the two washers)  

 ld is the length of unthreaded portion in gripand is equal to 0 since the 

entire bolt is threaded. 

 lt = l = 20+2*1.75 = 23.5 mm 

Kb = 324132 KN/m 
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Figure 5.16: Nomenclature of the dimensions of fastener inside the 

members (R. G. Budynas, 2015). 

 

Km it is the member stiffness. The bolts, the washers and the members are all 

made of steel so the formula for computing Km is:  

Km = 
         

       
             

             
 
  

Km = 1560254 KN/m 

C =0.17 

Therefore the factor of safety against separation is n0 = 82. This is a very high 

factor of safety which mean bolts 1 and 2 are very safe in terms of bolts separation. 
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Now we will calculate the factors of safety for shear and bearing on bolts. 

 

 

Figure 5.17: Top view of bolts subjected to shear 

 

Figure 5.17 shows the primary and secondary forces acting on the bolts. 

The primary shear force F’ on a bolt is obtained by dividing the total load by the 

number of bolts. 

F’1 = F’2 = 300/2 = 150N 

The secondary shear F’’ is equal to F’’ = 
   

   
 = 

  

  
 = 

  

        
      

F1’’ = F2’’ = 760N 

F1 = F’1 + F’’1 = 150 + 760 = 910N 

F2 = F’2 + F’’2 = 150 – 760 = -610N 

The study will be conducted on bolt 1 because it handles the biggest load. 
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T = F/As where A is the body area of the bolt: A = 
   

 
 = 50.27     

T = 18.1 MPa 

δb = -F/Ab where Ab is the bearing area. Ab = td = 2*10*8 = 160    .(t is the 

thickness of the two plates) 

δb = -5.7 MPa 

Sy is found in table D2: Sy = 340 MPa 

Ssy = 0.577*Sy = 196.18 MPa 

Factor of safety against shear of bolt = ns = Ssy/T = 196.18/18.1 = 10.8 

Factor of safety against bearing on bolts = nb = Sy/|δb|= 340/5.7 = 59.6 

Although these factors of safety are high and the bolts are safe against shear and 

bearing, failure by shear will occur before bearing if failure is ever to happen. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6. SPRINGS 

Requirements  

To verify that the motors can transmit the torque from the drive wheels to the 

ground without slippage, we need springs to provide a down force on the driving 

wheels.  

The maximum torque that a wheel can deliver is given by the formula: 

 Tm = Wd*µ*r where: 

 µ is the coefficient of friction between the wheel and the ground 

 Wd is the weight on the drive wheel.  

 r is the radius of the drive wheel 

Tm should be greater than 19 N.m because the mechanical design should handle 

the extreme case scenario. 

With µ = 0.4 (2015) and r = 0.15 m  

Wd > 
  

        
 = 316.67 N 

The weight of a motor is 100 N so the down force that should be provided is 

316.67 – 100 = 216.67 N 

A factor of safety of 1.15 is taken giving Wd = 216.67*1.15 = 250 N 

The spring should deliver 250 N. 
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Reality check: 

The question is if two springs are delivering a 250 N force each, can the 

wheelchair still be driven manually in normal conditions if the holding torque is 

disengaged? 

 The total weight of the wheelchair without the motors and batteries and with a 

person weighing 80 Kg is 100*9.8 = 980N. Two third of this weight is handled by the 

rear wheels: 2/3 * 980 = 653.3N. The weight of the batteries is 20*9.8 = 196 N. One 

third of it is handled by the rear wheels: 1/3*196 = 65.3N. So the rear wheels are 

handling 65.3 + 653.3 = 718.6 N, subtracting the weight handled by the springs: 

718.6-500 = 216.6 N, so each manual wheel is handling 216.6/2 = 108.3 N. The 

maximum torque that a manual wheel can handle is Tmmax: Wm*µ*r = 

108.3*0.4*0.3 = 13N.m. Thus, the wheelchair can be driven manually in normal 

conditions with a slightly smaller acceleration. 

 

Spring design 

The spring that is going to be designed is in a hole, as-wound, and has square 

and ground ends. It should provide 300 N after a compression of 30 mm (This way if 

the displacement is less than 30 mm we will still have our needed compressive force 

which is around 250N). The depth of the hole is 80 mm so the free length must be 

greater than 100 mm to have a displacement greater than 20 mm, and the solid height 

cannot exceed 75 mm. 

The first choice for spring material is music wire with the following 

specifications (R. G. Budynas, 2015): 

 Best toughest and higher tensile strength. 

 Withstands the highest stresses under repeated loading. 
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 Operational between 0˚C and 120˚C. 

The next step is to choose a wire diameter d, to do so we will generate a column 

of parameters (R. G. Budynas, 2015). 

 The mean coil diameter is D = d(hole) –d –allow.  The diameter of the 

hole is d(hole) = 35mm and we will take allow = 2 mm 

 The spring index is C = D/d 

 The outer diameter is OD = d + D 

 The Bergstrasser factor is Kb = 
    

    
 

 The largest shear stress is Ts = 
              

       where ζ is the robust 

linearity taken as ζ = 0.15 and Fmax will be taken Fmax = 300 N to be 

on the safe side. 

 The number of active coils is Na = 
       

       
 where G is the modulus of 

rigidity: G = 82700 Mpa (table B1), and ymax is the max compression: 

ymax = 30 mm. 

 The total coils Nt, the solid length Ls, and the pitch p are determined 

from table B2 is the appendix: 

o Nt = Na + 2   

o Ls = d*Nt 

o P = (L0 – 2d)/Na 

 The free length L0 = Ls + (1 + ζ)*ymax 

 The critical free length is (Lo)cr = 2.63D/α where α is the end condition 

constant: α = 0.5 because the spring is supported between two flat 

parallel surfaces. 
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 The tensile strength Sut = A/   where A and m can be found in table 

B3. For music wire, A = 2211 and m = 0.145 

 Ssy = 0.45*Sut  

 The static factor of safety ns = Ssy/Ts 

 The figure of merits that will help us choose in case there was more than 

one suitable diameter is fom = -(relative material cost)*
         

 
 where 

γ can be omitted for steels and the relative material cost can be found in 

table B3 (2.6 for music wire). 

After designing the spring, the fundamental frequency and the factors of safety 

against fatigue are computed. 

 The fundamental frequency of helical springs is fn = 0.5(
  

 
     where  

o W is the weight  

o K is the spring constant 

W = 
        

 
 where У is the specific weight of the spring: γ = 78.2 kN/m3  = 

78200 N/   

K = 
   

     
 

 This frequency must be 20 times higher than the driving frequency (R. G. 

Budynas, 2015) 

The force on the spring is assumed to alternate between Fmax = 360 N and 

Fmin = 50 N (The compression of the spring is assumed to fluctuate between 5 and 36 

mm). 

 nf is the fatigue factor of safety and is equal to nf = Ssa/Ta   where 

o Ta =   
    

   
 and Fa = 

         

 
 = 155 N 
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o Ssa = 
      

     
        

    

    
      ) where Sse = 

    

   
    

   
   

 according to 

the Gerber criterion. Ssa1 = 240 Mpa and Ssm1 = 379 Mpa according to 

Zimmerli and Ssu is the shearing ultimate strength: Ssu = 0.67Sut.         

r = 
  

  
 with Tm =   

    

    and Fm = 
         

 
 = 205 N 

 

After generating table 6.1 on Excel, the following constraints must be respected:  

4 ≤ C ≤ 12 

3 ≤ Na ≤ 15 

Ls < 80mm  

ns > 1.2 

nf > 1.2 

Although it is already specified that a compression of 30 mm is needed, any 

displacement between 20 and 30 mm is acceptable. This gives us 100 < L0 < 110 mm 
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Table 6.1: Column of parametres for different wire diametres 
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The best spring that meets the constraints listed above has a diameter of 4.3 mm 

a  free length L0 = 107.4 mm, a static factor of safety of ns = 2.097, a fatigue factor of 

safety of nf = 1.436, a number of active coils Na = 14.95 and a spring index C = 

6.674. 

The spring has to fit in a hole of depth 80 mm so the compression is 107.4– 80 

= 27.4mm. This will give us a force of 0.0274*10000 = 274 N. 

Now that we know what we need, we decided to search the stock of a spring 

manufacturer in Lebanon after being advised to increase the pitch in order to facilitate 

manufacturing and have a smaller solid length. This means that we have to choose a 

spring with higher pitch and fewer coil turns and a similar free length. Decreasing Na 

will increase K, thus we need a slightly greater D or a slightly smaller d. We ended up 

choosing a spring with the following specifications: 

L0 = 103 mm: This will give us a compression of 23 mm 

Nt = 12,Na = 10,p = 9.5 mm, d = 4.1 mm and D = 30 mm so the solid length is  

Ls = 4.1*12 = 49.2 mm 

Na = 10,p = 9.5 mm, d = 4.1 mm and D = 30 mm. So K = 
   

     
   

          

        
 = 

10.82KN/m = 10820 N/m 

This gives us F = 10820* ((103-80)/1000) = 249 N 

Computing the static factor of safety: ns = Ssy/Ts = 0.45*Sut 

Sut = A/   = 2211/         = 1801.92 MPa  

Ssy = 0.45*1801.92 = 810.9 MPa 

C = D/d = 30/4.1 = 7.32 

Kb =  
    

    
 = 

        

        
 = 1.19 

Ts =  
              

    = 
                    

      
 = 455.06 
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ns = 810.9/455.06 = 1.78  

The factor of safety for fatigue is nf = Ssa/Ta    

Replacing in the above equations the following values of Ta, Tm, r, Sse, and 

Ssa: 

Ta = 
    

   
 = 

        

      
 = 171.8 MPa 

Tm = 
    

   
 = 227.228 MPa 

r = 0.756 

Sse = 266.26 MPa 

Ssa = 266 MPa 

We will get nf = 266/171.8 = 1.55 

Finally W = 0.97 N and fn = 0.5(
  

 
     = 0.5(

         

    
     = 165.3 Hz 

The driving frequency should not exceed 165.3/20 = 8.2 Hz which is good 

because the driving frequencies that this spring will handle in real life are by far 

smaller than 8 Hz. 
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CHAPTER 7 

7. MEAUREMENT DEVICES 

7.1 Encoder 

An encoder is used to determine the speed of the wheelchair. The encoder used 

consists of a Hall Effect sensor (with circuit) attached to the drive wheel’s axe and 

connected to an Arduino board. On the drive wheel, five equally distant magnets are 

attached. The sensor acts as a closed switch when it is far from the magnets and as an 

open switch when a magnet is near. 

The sensor used is the A3144 and is shown in figure 7.1 

 

Figure 7.1: Hall effect sensor (Hal16). 

The output is connected to the Arduino and the code is found in appendix F. 

 The basic operation of the encoder is quite simple; the Arduino keeps track of 

the time taken by the wheel to complete one revolution. Then, the Arduino estimates 

the RPM of the wheelchair and prints it on the serial port. 

 Finally, applying the following formula allows the calculation of the speed in 

m/s (going in a straight line) 

Speed= 2*π*r*RPM/60 with r = 0.15 m 
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7.2 Shunt Resistance 

A very important piece of information required before selecting the appropriate 

controllers is the amount of power dissipated by the dc motors during startup and 

steady state. Since the voltage is known and constant at 24V, the current still needs to 

be measured. Since no reliable information is present on the power dissipation of the 

motors, using a regular ammeter to measure the current would be a rash decision. 

Since regular ammeters are generally rated at 10A max, an industrial ammeter is 

needed to perform the measurement. However, a better solution involves using a 

shunt resistor.  

The shunt resistor shown in figure 7.2 has a resistance of 0.75mΩ. The 

resistance is so low that it does not interfere with the normal operation of the dc 

motor.  

 

Figure 7.2: Shunt resistor (Resistors) 
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The shunt resistor is connected in series with the motor as shown in figure 7.3. 

 

 

Figure 7.3: Shunt resistor circuit 

Even though the resistance is quite negligible, this does not prevent a potential 

difference from appearing across the terminals of the shunt. Measuring this voltage is 

done through the use of a voltmeter.  

Applying the formula: 

  
 

 
 

Enabled the calculation of the currents as follows: 

 Around 8.88 A on start up 

 Around 4.5 A during steady state 

It is very important to note that the following figures were obtained while the motors 

were operating without any load. During the controller selection, the current will be 

assumed higher with an appropriate margin of safety(approximately double).  
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CHAPTER 8 

8. CONTROLLER DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

8.1 Operation of DC motor 

To understand the basic operation of a DC motor, it is first important to recall 

the concept of Lorentz force. Lorentz force is the force exerted by a magnetic field on 

a moving electric charge, and is given by the general formula shown: 

F = i.LxB (Chapman) 

 i= Magnitude of current in wire 

 L= Length of wire 

 B= magnetic flux density 

In magnitude form, the equation can be written as: 

F= I.L.B.sinϴ  

Where ϴ is the angle between the wire and the flux density, and the direction of 

the force is determined using the right hand rule.  

 

Figure 8.1: Lorentz force (Ron Kurtus) 
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Now replacing the wire with the set up shown in figure 8.2 creates the most 

basic dc motor.  

 

 

Figure 8.2: Basic operation of a DC motor (Dcmotor) 

The main components in any DC motor are the following: 

 Armature or rotor 

 Commutator 

 Brushes 

 Field magnet 

 DC power supply 

When the battery is connected across the brushes, a current is generated within 

the loop. Notice that the current is flowing into the page in the armature section near 

the south pole while the current near the north pole is moving out of the page. 

Applying the right hand rule on both sections of the armature, and keeping in mind 

that the magnetic field flows from the north pole to the south pole, gives the direction 

of the induced force on each section. The resultant forces are shown in the figure 8.2 

and are working together to generate a clockwise motion. As the armature begins to 
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rotate, it eventually reaches the vertical position shown in figure 8.3. At this point, the 

armature is outside the magnetic field and thus the induced force is reduced to zero. 

Fortunately, due to the law of inertia, the armature continues to rotate until it reaches 

the magnetic field and a force is induced again. However, during the phase where the 

induced force drops to zero, the commutator poles switch polarity. This allows the 

induced forces to always push in a clockwise circular motion.  

 

Figure 8.3: Position at which the induced force is zero (Dcmotor) 

8.2 Speed governing equations 

Now that the basic principle of a dc motor operation has been covered, 

controlling the speed of rotation is the next step to accomplish. There are many ways 

to control the speed of a motor, and the best way to choose the appropriate method is 

to consider the back EMF formula: 

Eb=P.𝛷.NZ/60A (Chapman) 

 P= number of poles 

 𝛷= flux per pole 

 N= speed in rounds per minute 
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 Z= number of armature conductors 

 A= parallel paths 

 

This equation can easily be rearranged to find the speed of the motor as 

N= Eb.60.A/P.𝛷.Z 

Note that A, P and Z are determined during manufacturing and cannot be 

changed. So we are left off with two parameters to manipulate: Eb and 𝛷. Speed is 

directly proportional to back emf and inversely proportional to flux. 

Unfortunately, access to the field and armature circuits separately is only 

provided for large industrial motors, so control methods such as armature control and 

flux control often applied for parallel and shunt dc motor are not possible in our case.  

The two possibilities left are either using a rheostat in series with the motor or 

using PWM. First, the rheostat control method will be introduced and is shown in 

figure 8.4. 
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Figure 8.4: Rheostat motor control 

 

The principle of operation is pretty easy, increasing the series resistance will 

limit the current of the motor hence reducing its speed. Note that points B and C are 

connected together, this is because the intention is to vary the series resistance instead 

of creating a voltage divider. At first glance, this control method might seem 

appealing due to its over simplicity and ease of implementation. However, rheostat 

control is only used for small motors since the series resistance added dissipates a lot 

of heat. As our motors require a large amount of current to operate, using this method 

will be extremely inefficient. In addition to the unnecessary power dissipation, 

heatsinks and fans are needed to keep the rheostat from overheating, which means 

adding more equipment. Also problems with starting current will arise since the motor 

needs a very high current to start its operation. For these reasons, this control method 

was not considered for our application. 

8.3 PWM 

After sorting through the different control options, pulse width modulation, 

known as PWM, is the best and most convenient choice as will be shown in this 

section. The most basic PWM circuit is shown in figure 8.5 and is connected to an 

oscilloscope to observe the output. Many circuit variations exist in order to enhance 

performance and reliability, all of which have the same basics of operation.  
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Figure 8.5 : Basic PWM circuit 

 

Now assume that the switch is closing and opening at a certain frequency. This will 

result in pulses since the output is varying between zero and a maximum voltage 

which is determined by the battery. The output for different switching intervals is 

shown in figure 8.6 

 

Figure 8.6: Duty cycle (Timothy Hirzel) 
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Before continuing any further, a duty cycle is defined as the percentage of time 

an output is active during one period of operation and is given by the formula: 

D =t/T*100 where 

 D is the duty cycle 

 t is the amount of time the signal is on 

 T is the period 

Now take the PWM graph corresponding to a 25% duty cycle. The average 

voltage output can be easily determined by applying the following formula: 

Vavg= Von*Dutyon + Voff*Dutyoff = 5*0.25+0*0.75 =1.25 V 

What this result means is that the output seen by the connected device is 1.25V 

rather than 5V. The trick is to keep the frequency high enough for the device 

connected at the output of the PWM not to recognize that switching is occurring, 

rather fooling it to operate as if a constant voltage is being applied. The constant 

voltage seen by the device is equal to the average voltage. Note that in the case of 

motors, there is an upper limit for the frequency used since motors are essentially 

inductive loads and act as low pass filters. 

Practically, the switch is implemented using a transistor. Although a relay can 

be used, often it cannot switch fast enough to achieve high frequency PWM. 

Modifying the circuit shown in figure 8.5 the most basic circuit built using a 

MOSFET transistor is shown in figure 8.7. 
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Figure 8.7: MOSFET PWM circuit 

 

For small motors, this circuit can be very effective for controlling speed. 

However, large motors require a very high amount of current to operate and regular 

transistors, even power transistors, will not be able to handle this current. The easiest 

solution is to place transistors in parallel that will share the current thus allowing for 

the use of regular power transistor instead of expensive advanced transistors. Note 

that even placing transistors in parallel is often not enough since they can heat up 

upon usage. Heat sinks are used to efficiently dissipate heat and protect the circuit 

from overheating and permanent damage. The enhanced PWM circuit is shown figure 

8.8. 
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Figure 8.8: Enhanced PWM circuit 

 

The more transistors are added, the more current the circuit can handle. Note 

that the resistor to ground serves the essential task of quickly removing any charge on 

the gate once the PWM signal is stopped or reduced to zero. Although this circuit can 

operate as a controller, many modifications can be done to enhance the performance. 

One notable modification is the addition of capacitors in parallel to the motor in order 

to absorb spikes that result from the constant switching. 

In the design of a controller for this project, a prototype of the circuit shown in 

figure 8.8 was constructed and successfully tested. However, this design was initially 

dropped once the practical disadvantages were taken into consideration. 

 The circuit was overheating with the use of 5 transistors  

 The need to fabricate of a high current PCB board which was quite 

expensive. 

 In order to obtain a safe PWM circuit that ensures protection for other 

electronic components in the circuit, many modifications still need to be 

made. 
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8.4 Market Controller 

 

One alternative that was intensively tested, but eventually dropped was the 

market PWM controller which is shown in figure 8.9. This particular controller was 

chosen because of its cheap price. However, during testing, it did not perform in a 

reliable manner due to many reasons stated below. 

  

Figure 8.9: Commercial PWM controller (Home Product No.1) 

 

The product specifications are: 

 Input Voltage:10-50VDC 

 Rated current:60A 

 Frequency:15000HZ 

 Control Motor Power:0.01-3000W, 
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 24V:1440W(max) 

 Standby current: 0.04A 

 Regulation range:5-100% 

 PCB Size:122x87x32mm 

    

  

The main advantage of using the controller shown in figure 8.8 is that the PWM 

signal can be generated directly from the Arduino board which offers a high amount 

of reliability and accuracy. Looking at figure 8.9, it can directly be noticed that this 

controller was made with the intention of being operated manually rather than using 

an Arduino board. In order for this controller to operate as needed, it is essential to 

replace the analog potentiometer with a digital potentiometer. 

The first design involved creating a digital potentiometer fabricated using a de-

multiplexer and an array of transistors shown in figure 8.10.  

 

Figure 8.10: Digital potentiometer. 
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It is essential to define points A, B and C shown in figure 8.1. They correspond 

to the inputs of the potentiometer that were removed from the controllers. Figure 8.2 

shows the connections to be replicated. 

 

Figure 8.11: Analog potentiometre 

The four resistors in figure 8.11 serve the purpose of creating the needed 

voltage divider. The precision of the potentiometer will depend on the number of 

resistors present. The Four Arduino inputs are used to select one of the ten available 

outputs using a de-multiplexer (for simplicity only 5 output pins were used). Once a 

transistor is activated, point C will be linked to a node along the voltage divider and 

will subsequently have the same voltage as that point. Hence, a digital potentiometer 

has been created. 

However, this technique failed to properly replicate the analog potentiometer 

since only 5 voltage taps were present and the controller was not able to switch 

between speeds properly causing it to malfunction. 
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The alternative was to use a digital potentiometer manufactured by microchip, 

the MCP41010 shown in figure 8.12. 

  

Figure 8.12: MCP41010 microchip (Microchip, 2003) 

 

This microchip uses an SPI serial interface. SPI, Serial Peripheral Interface, is a 

synchronous serial data protocol often used for short distance communication between 

microcontrollers or small peripherals such as shift registers (the case of the MCP 

41010 chip), sensors and other similar devices. 

The SPI interface uses three lines which originate from the master device and 

are common to all slave devices on the communication line: 

 MISO – Master In Slave Out: For sending data from the slave to the 

master 

 MOSI – Master Out Slave In: For sending data from the master to the 

slave 

 SCK – Serial Clock: Generated by master device and used to 

synchronize communications 

In addition to the three lines mentioned above, each slave has a unique line 

connected to the master called the SS line: Slave Select. If this line is low, the slave 
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will read data from the communication lines. If this line is high, the slave will ignore 

any data sent. 

The digital potentiometer successfully replaced the analog potentiometer and 

the controller was effectively changing speeds. However, initial testing was conducted 

on small gear motors. Once the circuit was tested on the wheelchair’s actual motors, 

the digital potentiometer directly burned out. Referring to the chip’s datasheet for 

help, it was clear that this digital potentiometer was designed for low power operation 

and thus was inadequate for our purpose.  

It is important to note that the internal operation of the controller shown in 

figure 8.9 was completely unknown since no datasheet was present for the device. 

Thus continuing any further at this point would have been a waste of time. This 

design idea was thus dropped. Figure 8.13 shows the circuits soldered for the purpose 

of creating an adequate circuit. The circuit on the left corresponds to the design shown 

in figure 8.10 while the circuit on the right is built using the MCP41010. 

 

Figure 8.13: Digital potentiometer circuits 
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8.4 Enhanced PWM Circuit 

 8.4.1 Switching losses 

The best solution still available was going back to basics and enhancing the 

circuit of figure 8.8. The key idea missed in the initial design was the need for a gate 

driver. MOSFETS, unlike BJTs do not require a constant power input on their gate. 

The exception is during switching, where the gate capacitance needs to be charged (on 

state) or discharged (off state). For fast switching, the gate needs to absorb a large 

amount of current within the range of hundreds of milliamps, reaching up to an Amp 

of current. During the transition period of switching, the transistor has a high voltage 

across its terminals and is conducting a large amount of current. This leads to large 

power losses and in many cases is the primary cause of transistor overheating. Figure 

8.14 shows the plots of the voltage and current across the drain and source during 

switching, in addition to the switching losses.  

 

 

Figure 8.14: Switching losses (Powerelec) 
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8.4.2 Totem Pole Driver 

For our design to work properly, the issue of switching needs to be resolved. 

Fortunately, switching speed is proportional to the amount of current being absorbed 

and the voltage being applied on the gate. Previously, the gate was energized using 

the PWM output of the Arduino board which supplied a maximum of 20mA at the 

low voltage of 5V. This output was used to energize five MOSFET transistors. It goes 

without saying that the method used previously is inefficient and was the primary 

source of overheating.  

To solve this issue, a totem pole circuit driver was used. The circuit diagram is 

shown in figure 8.15. 

 

Figure 8.15: Totem pole driver 

The principle of operation of the totem pole circuit driver is as follows. The 

Arduino generates a PWM signal with a potential difference of 5V, although this 

voltage is not enough for driving a power MOSFET, it can easily drive a 2N222 BJT 
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transistor. The reason the PWM signal is fed into a transistor instead of directly being 

connected to the dual voltage follower is that at 5V, the dual voltage follower cannot 

be turned on since it is directly connected to a 12V input with no load on the NPN 

collector. 

Connecting the circuit as shown in figure 8.15 allows the dual voltage follower 

to be activated when the BJT is off and deactivated when the BJT is on. Practically 

speaking, the input is inverted. A low duty cycle input signal will result in a high duty 

cycle output signal on the MOSFET’s gate. The reason behind using this approach is 

to bias the gate using a 12V potential difference. Using a 5V potential difference is 

too low for the IRFZ44n power MOSFET used. 

When the dual voltage follower is activated, a 12V potential difference is 

applied to the gate’s input. Since the voltage is applied directly form the power 

supply, a large amount of current can be sourced by the gate allowing for fast 

switching. When the MOSFET is turned off, the 50KΩ resistor acts as a short circuit 

to ground, depleting the gate capacitance quickly and effectively.  

Using the above circuit, fast switching during both on and off stages was 

implemented.  

8.4.3 Further enhancement  

The circuit above is a huge advancement compared to the initially proposed 

PWM circuit. However, the power dissipated by the dc motors is more than what a 

single IRFZ44n (MOSFET used) can handle. To solve the problem, six MOSFET 

transistors are paralleled together in order to achieve a high current handling capacity. 

Each two MOSFETs as driven by a single totem pole driver. The reason why three 

drives are needed is because the NPN and PNP transistors used are rated for low 
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power and cannot handle the current surge needed to properly bias the six transistors 

at the same time. 
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CHAPTER 9 

9. CONTROL USING JOYSTICK  

9.1 Analogue joystick 

Before going any further, it is important to note that the wheelchair uses tracked 

steering. Which means that a difference in speed between the two fixed motors will 

cause a rotation. This is similar to a tank’s steering mechanism. 

The first method to control the wheelchair is using a joystick. In this section, the 

principle of operation of the joystick is going to be explained. Figure 9.1 shows the 

joystick to be used. 

 

Figure 9.1: Analogue joystick (Pla) 
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At first glance this image reminds the reader of a PlayStation joystick. Actually 

this is the same kind used for PlayStation controllers. This stick has 5 pins labeled as 

follows: 

 Vcc Pin 

 Grd Pin 

 X axis Pin 

 Y axis Pin  

 Switch Pin 

To understand how this joystick works, it is necessary to remove some of the 

parts in order to observe its interior. 

 

 

Figure 9.2: Internal components of the joystick (Rep) 

 

Looking at figure 9.2 it becomes very easy to understand the operation of an 

analogue joystick. It is nothing but a pair of two potentiometers providing a voltage 

divider. When the stick is centered, the potentiometers are set midway. Once moved, 
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the potentiometers will rotate in one of two directions and vary the voltage divider. 

The X and Y output pins are the output of the voltage divider given by both 

potentiometers. The switch is simply a push button, outputting either a logic 0 or logic 

1. 

The joystick is connected to the Arduino board as follows: 

 Vcc to Arduino Vcc 

 Grd to Arduino Grd 

 X axis to Arduino Analogue A0 pin 

 Y axis to Arduino Analogue A1 pin 
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CHAPTER 10 

10. ARDUINO CODE 

Now the circuit is ready, it still needs the Arduino code to operate. The full code 

is included in appendix G. In this section, the code will be explained in details.  

 

10.1 Variables 

const int CS1 = 5; // digital pin used for pwm 

const int CS2 = 6; // digital pin used for pwm 

 

const int button = 2; // digital pin connected to switch output 

const int X_pin = 0; // analog pin connected to X output 

const int Y_pin = 1; // analog pin connected to Y output 

 

 

const int breaka=10; // break triggers 

const int breakb=11; 

const int stopp=12; 

const int select=13; 

 

char mind = 'n'; 

int velocity; 

 

 The variables declared as ‘const int’ are used to identify the Arduino ports. The 

CS1 and CS2 ports are used to generate the PWM signal, the next three ports are used 

to interface the joystick and the following four ports are used to activate the internal 

breaks and select the mode of control (joystick or mind control).  The final two 

variables mind and velocity are global variables used in the program 
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10.2 Setup 

 

void setup() 

 

{ 

  pinMode (CS1, OUTPUT);   

  pinMode (CS2, OUTPUT);  

  pinMode (breaka, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(breaka,LOW); 

  pinMode (breakb, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(breakb,LOW); 

  pinMode (select,INPUT); 

  Serial.begin(115200); 

} 

The first function in the code is the setup function. This function runs for one 

time only once the code is executed. It is used to assign each pin’s status as input or 

output and its initial logic state. HIGH for 5V output and LOW for 0V output. Note 

the last line of code, Serial.begin(115200), tell the Arduino to start serial 

communication. 

10.3 The loop  

The loop function will keep on executing as long as the Arduino is powered on. 

In order to better understand the code, it is going to be subdivided into several steps. 

This section assumes that the select variable is set LOW which corresponds to 

joystick control and the breaks are released. 

10.3.1 Calculations 

float x=analogRead(X_pin); 

float y=analogRead(Y_pin); 

  x=(512-x)/100; 

  y=(y-512)/100; 

double mag=sqrt(x*x+y*y); 

double angle=atan (y/x)*180/3.141592; 

 

if (angle <0) 

{ 

angle =angle +180; 
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} 

 

velocity= 255-round(mag)*50; 

 

As previously explained, the X and Y outputs of the analogue joystick are 

nothing but the output of a voltage divider. The first two lines of code read the values 

of the voltages on pins X and Y respectively which is between 0 and 5V. The Arduino 

processes the result as a number between 0 and 1024. Where 0 corresponds to 0V and 

1024 corresponds to 5V. 

 

 

 

Figure 10.1: Cartesian axis (Algebra, 2014) 

 

To help understand the concept, imagine the joystick as being a Cartesian 

coordinate system as shown in figure 10.1. When the stick is in the center position, no 

movement should take place (equivalent to (0,0) coordinates). But since the joystick’s 

potentiometers are both midway, the Arduino reads about 512 on both X and Y 

outputs. So The analogue value of 512 corresponds to a 0 in the Cartesian system. 
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Intuitively, it is essential to convert the analogue input into a Cartesian system in 

order to be able to easily manipulate the results. 

Here is where the third and fourth lines of code come in hand. Let us try the 

conversion. 

Xcatesian = (512-Xanalogue)/100 = (512-512)/100 = 0 

Same goes for Y and any other value. 

But even the Cartesian system does not offer comfort when it comes to 

manipulating speed and direction. On the other hand, the polar coordinate system, 

shown in figure 10.2, does. Speed is determined by the magnitude of the vector and 

direction is determined by the angle theta ϴ. Lines five and six of the code are 

responsible for the conversion 

 

Figure 10.2: Polar axis (Polar) 

 

Keep in mind that the inverse tangent of any angle will provide one of two 

results: 

ϴ = α +Kπ where K=0,1… 
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 K=0 and K=1(all other values are repetitive) generates angles located in 

different quadrants. In our case, there is only one angle and the other is rejected. 

Adding 180 degrees to the obtained result insures that the angle is in the right 

quadrant. 

Finally, the velocity (Speed is the correct naming since velocity is technically a 

vector, but the Arduino code has a built in speed function so it cannot be used for 

naming) is determined by rounding the magnitude, multiplying by 50 then subtracting 

the result from 255 (to account for the inverted input). This equation will result in a 

number between zero and 255, the input boundaries of the Arduino PWM.  

 

10.3.2 Section division 

Examining the polar coordinates graph shown in figure 10.2, one can notice the 

constant magnitude circles. The first section of the wheelchair operation is inside the 

circle of radius 1. 

 

if (mag<1) 

{  

analogWrite(CS1,255); // motors off  

analogWrite(CS2,255);  

} 

 

Whenever the coordinates lie inside this circle, the wheelchair will stay in its 

current position and the motors will be off. 

 

 

else if (mag<5.4) 

{  

        if (angle>70 && angle <110) 

         

            { 

           analogWrite(CS1,velocity); 

           analogWrite(CS2,velocity); 

             } 
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         else if ( angle >45 && angle < 135) 

                   { 

                       if (angle > 90) 

                        { 

                        analogWrite(CS1,velocity*0.9); 

                        analogWrite(CS2,velocity);  

                       

                          } 

                          else if (angle < 90) 

                          { 

 

                          analogWrite(CS1,velocity); 

                          analogWrite(CS2,velocity*0.9);  

                       

                          } 

                  } 

 

The second part of the code is where the execution lines become repetitive. For 

this reason, only one part shall be explained and the rest can be analyzed using the 

same logic. When the coordinates lie within the region between the circle of radius 

5.4 and circle of radius 1, the wheelchair needs to start moving. The upper limit set 

for the magnitude is 5.4 (although the absolute max is 5.5) since any value higher will 

be rounded to 6 and will result in an input velocity outside the boundaries of the 

PWM. Note that theoretically, the joystick cannot generate magnitude values higher 

than 5, however practically the magnitude is reaching 6.  

But the magnitude only gives the speed not the direction. This is why the angle 

ϴ is introduced. The polar coordinates are subdivided into the following sections, 

shown in figure 10.3: 

 Region 4 between 70 and 110 degrees  

 Region 3&5 between 45 and 135 degrees excluding previous regions 

 Region 2&6 between 20 and 160 degrees excluding previous regions 

 Region 1&7 between 0 and 180 degrees excluding previous regions 
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Figure 10.3: Sections 

Speed is organized as follows: 

 If the coordinates lie in region 4, both motors are rotated with the same 

full speed thus achieving forward motion. 

 If the coordinates lie in region 3, then the left motor is rotated at full 

speed while the right motor is rotated at 85% of the full speed 

 If the coordinates lie in region 5, then the right motor is rotated at full 

speed while the left motor is rotated at 85% of the full speed. 

The same logic applies to the rest of the steps.  
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10.3.3 Serial print 

 

Since the Arduino does not have a display, it is very beneficial to write onto the 

serial port and monitor it in order to keep track of the values being calculated and 

executed. This plays a crucial step during testing and troubleshooting. Without this 

feature, it would become very hard to identify any source of error or to monitor the 

effect of minor code changes. The corresponding code is: 

Serial.print("x-axis"); 

Serial.print(x); 

 Serial.print("\n"); 

 Serial.print("y-axis"); 

 Serial.print(y); 

 Serial.print("\n"); 

 Serial.print(mag); 

 Serial.print("\n"); 

 Serial.print(angle); 

 Serial.print("\n\n"); 

delay(500); 

 

The delay is used so that the values on the serial port become readable. Without 

it, values will be inserted too fast to be seen by the human eye. The delay can be 

removed if testing is no longer required. Keeping the delay will just slow the 

transition between regions and speeds but does not affect the system drastically.  
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CHAPTER 11 

11. MIND CONTROL 

11.1 Emotiv EPOC EEG 

The human brain is home to billions of neurons. These neurons communicate by 

sending electrical impulses to each other which form chains. When neurons fire 

(medical term), they cause a tiny amount of current to propagate as shown in figure 

11.1. 

 

Figure 11.1: Neuron firing (SPREADSCIENCEBLOG, 2009) 

Throughout time, scientist have learned how to interpret the current generated 

inside our brains and have used it to develop maps of the brain. 

One kind of machine used to measure electric brain activity is known as 

electroencephalogram, EEG for short shown in figure 11.2. This machine works by 

placing several electrodes on the patient’s brain. These electrodes are conductors that 

pick up the slightest electrical activity. The signal detected has a very small amplitude 

and is amplified before it is sent to processing. 
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Figure 11.2: traditional EEG headset (Jane McGrath) 

Doctors have identified a variety of signal types emitted by the human brain, 

each specific to a certain action or even state of mind. For example, people in a deep 

sleep emit what is known as delta waves, while people in light sleep emit theta waves. 

When relaxed alpha waves are detected and when stressed betta waves…  

It is easy to see that the EEG can be used for an endless amount of applications. 

First and most importantly in medicine where it is currently being used to diagnose a 

range of medical problems from epilepsy and seizure disorders to sleep deprivation 

and effects of head injury. Allowing the diagnosis of many medical conditions 

rapidly, effectively and with a high reliability. 

 

Outside medicine, the EEG has even a greater number of uses. Currently, the 

EEG is being developed for use in gaming, replacing the old joystick. But more 

importantly, the EEG is being developed to allow remote accessing of computers. this 

functionality is especially important for paralyzed people since it will allow them to 

operate a computer system completely indipendately. 
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The Emotiv headset shown in figure 11.3 is at the top of list when it comes to 

quality, reliability and technological advancement. 

 

Figure 11.3: Emotiv headset (emo14) 

The headset includes 14 measurement electrodes, a gyroscope, wireless and 

Bluetooth pairing, and can even detect up to 30 different facial expressions in addition 

to detecting mood and user emotions. Keeping in mind that The Emotiv headset is 

extremely compact compared to traditional EEG systems shown in figure 11.2. 

However, the real advantage of this headset is that it offers all the above 

functions at a relatively low price. At a price tag of 500$, the headset might seem to 

have a hefty price, but comparing it to traditional EEG systems that cost in the 

thousands and tens of thousands of dollars, you will find it relatively cheap. In the 

past, EEG technology was restricted to doctors and labs, now it is available for 

everybody to use  

Having a universal dictionary for brainwaves is impossible. Each individual has 

his unique set electric signals that map his actions and thoughts. Emotiv has made 

training its Xavier software easy and fun by implementing a variety of games that 
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require concertation and focus. As a person advances in the games, he gains a better 

control on his metal commands. 

The games ask the user to lift or drop object, push or pull boxes and even make 

objects vanish. At first the task might seem hard or even impossible, but as the user 

progresses, the software maps his brain and begins to determine what the user is 

thinking about. 

 

11.2 Implementing Mind control  

All the project has been building up for this section, controlling the wheelchair 

using the power of thought. In this section, the combination of programs used to link 

the headset with the Arduino are presented, with a detailed explanation of the steps 

required.  

The first Step is prepping the EEG hardware by thoroughly lubricating the 

sensor felt pads as shown in figure 11.4. 

 

 

Figure 11.4: Felt pad hydration (emo14) 
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Next, each pad is inserted into one of the 16 sensors present as shown in figure 11.5. 

 

Figure 11.5: Felt pad (emo14) 

The reason the sensors are detachable is to prevent the processes of corrosion 

and allow for easy maintenance. Eventually, the pads will be damaged and unusable, 

so simply buying a new pack of pads solves the problem.  

Once all sensors are in place, the EEG headset is ready for use. Wearing the 

headset is a very precise task. The sensors are meant to detect brain signals at certain 

points on the scalp, so having sensors misplaced will affect detection accuracy. The 

sensor under the ear shown in figure 11.6 serves as the reference when placing the 

EEG. In addition to leaving a three fingers distance between the eyebrow and the first 

sensor.  

 

Figure 11.6: EEG headset position (emo14) 
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Now the Xavier software is ready to be launched as shown in figure 11.7. 

 

 

Figure 11.7: Xavier software homepage. (emo14) 

The home page consists of instructions for proper pairing which is done 

wirelessly using a special USB. The black dots indicate the status of sensors. Black 

means that no connection is present, yellow means an excellent connection (with a 

range of colors in between).  

Once properly connected, command training can be initiated. For the purpose of 

our project, three brain signals need to be trained in addition to the neutral.  

 Neutral: No motion 

 Push: Move forward 

 Left: Move left 

 Right: Move Right 
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This is done in the mental commands detection area shown in 11.8. 

 

Figure 11.8: Mental training window (emo14) 

Training consists of 7 second intervals in which the user tries to move the cube 

as needed. Before training any command, a neutral has to be established. All training 

takes place on this page and while controlling the wheelchair, the cube will be shown 

in order to make the process easier. 

On a side note, and if needed, facial training is similar to mental training with 7 

second intervals. The facial training area is shown in figure 11.9. 

 

Figure 11.9: Facial training window (emo14) 
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Having trained enough to move the cube around easily, it is time to translate the 

cube movements into wheelchair movement. The goal is to send the needed 

commands to the Arduino board. The Xavier software can be linked to other software 

when purchased with a developer’s kit. For our project, the developer’s kit was not 

purchased because: 

 The kit’s price is very expensive 

 Even if the kit is purchased, the programing skills needed to create a 

new software and link it with the EEG software is beyond our 

capabilities 

The simple yet efficient solution was to use the EmoKey software that can run 

in parallel with the Xavier software. EmoKey, shown in figure 11.10, enables the user 

to assign key strokes for each mental command. For example, if the user assigns the 

letter ‘W’ to the mental command push, then each time a push is detected, the 

computer is tricked into thinking the letter W is being pressed.  

 

Figure 11.10: EmoKey software (emo14) 
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As seen in figure 11.11, the EmoKey can easily be configured. The advantage is 

that the key can be sent with an enter key making its detection very easy by any 

software. Other parameters such as hold time, how long the key is pressed, and trigger 

delay, how long after getting the command will the key be pressed, can be configured 

as needed as shown in figure 11.8.  

 

 

Figure 11.11: EmoKey key configuration (emo14) 

Finally, the threshold beyond which a mental detection is considered viable can 

be set using the window shown in figure 11.12. To further elaborate, detecting brain 

signals is not governed by Boolean logic. Detection can have many intensity levels 

and thus a threshold needs to be assigned in order to differentiate between a valid and 

invalid mental commands. 
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Figure 11.12: EmoKey threshhold configuration (emo14) 

 

 

11.2 C++ code 

Now that a solution has been presented in order to link the Emotiv software 

with another software, it is still essential to write a C++ code that reads the inputs 

form the EmoKey software and sends them to the Arduino board.  

To do so, it is essential to use a valid communication process that is supported 

by both the Laptop and Arduino board. The best way to accomplish this task is to use 

the UART, Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter, ports available. 

UART communication being asynchronous (as compared to SPI which is 

synchronous) needs many parameters to be configured in both the transmitter and 

receiver. This is because the devices have different operating internal clocks. The 

process of serial communication needs to be properly synchronized for the 

information to be kept undistorted during transmission.  
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The main parameters are: 

 Baudrate 

 Number of data bits  

 Parity 

 Number of stop bits  

Visual studio C++ was used to create the console application. However, console 

applications are not optimized for serial communication. Although possible, the code 

is complex and beyond our programing skills. Still C++ was used since the code was 

available online (Ted Burke, 2013), and our C++ skills are more than enough to 

modify it to suit the purpose of this project. The full code is found in appendix H. 
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Figure 11.13: Console application 

 

Figure 11.13 shows how serial communication is taking place using a USB 

connection.  The same way code can be downloaded into the Arduino.  

The final step is writing the Arduino code that will execute when operating the 

wheelchair using mind control (The select variable should be HIGH). The code in this 

section is kept much simpler than the joystick’s code in order to reduce the risk of 

malfunctions. Mind control requires a great deal of concentration and errors are prone 

to happen. Keeping the wheelchair moving at a slow speed will ensure that in case the 
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user was not able to properly send a metal command, he/she will have enough time to 

compensate.  

if (Serial.available()) 

 {    

 mind=Serial.read(); 

 } 

 

if ( mind== 'n' || mind == 'Z') 

{ 

analogWrite(CS1,255); // motors off  

analogWrite(CS2,255); 

} 

else if (mind != 'n') 

{ 

if (mind == 'w') 

{ 

analogWrite(CS1,150);  

analogWrite(CS2,150); 

} 

else if (mind == 'd') 

{ 

analogWrite(CS1,150);  

analogWrite(CS2,170); 

} 

else if (mind == 'a') 

{ 

 

analogWrite(CS1,170);  

analogWrite(CS2,150); 

} 

The code keeps on monitoring the serial input. Five letters are expected to be 

sent: 

 n: neutral, the wheelchair should be stationary 

 w: push, the wheelchair moves forward 

 a: left, the wheelchair moves left 

 d: right, the wheelchair moves right 

 z: stop the wheelchair related to C++ function 

Note that the default value of the variable ‘mind’ is set to neutral in order to 

keep the wheelchair stationary during startup. 
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CHAPTER 12 

12. ACHIEVED REQUIREMENTS 

12.1 Requirements fulfilled  

To conclude this report, it is essential to summarize the goals achieved during 

this project.  Refer to section 2.1 for the initial engineering requirements. 

 The wheelchair reached a 7.3 Km/h speed limit. This value is acceptable 

given that the maximum allowed speed is 10 Km/h. 

 The wheelchair successfully handled the 5˚ slope requirement. 

 The wheelchair’s operating distance was not measured; rather the 

operating time was evaluated. The wheelchair can operate for around 

three hours of continuous usage. 

 The EEG and wheelchair setup were reduced to around five minutes. 

 The user interface implemented was derived from the Xavier user 

interface which is easy to handle and user friendly. 

 The accuracy of the EEG headset greatly varies depending on training. 

To achieve reliable and consistent results, at least one week of training is 

needed. 

 The motors can rapidly be removed, allowing for easy transportation. If 

the wheelchair is to be completely foldable, it can also be achieved by 

taking apart the frame, which takes around five minutes. 

 The total cost of the system came a bit high at around 1700$ 
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CONCLUSION 

At the end of this report, you should have grasped the essential steps required to 

transform a manual wheelchair into a mind controlled electric wheelchair. The 

proposed approach is one among many, with the available equipment and resources 

mainly dictating the path taken. But the basis of operation such as frame design, 

suspension design, controller selection, motor selection and programing are needed to 

complete the project no matter the approach. 

The project was constructed with a clear set of standards and codes which 

imposed various specifications on the final prototype. At the same time taking into 

consideration the economic, safety and sustainability constraints.  

The mechanical aspect of the project involved a large amount of theoretical 

calculations, in addition to using SolidWorks for simulations that resulted in a proper 

stress analysis and schematics that were used in the frame construction. Equally 

important to mention is the design of the suspension system that allows for a smooth 

operation of the wheelchair and enhanced comfort for the operator. 

As for the electrical part, the first steps involved choosing the proper EEG 

headset for the project. The right choice allowed for practical usability and 

sustainability. The next parts featured the choice of controllers and the design of the 

electronic circuit board. Finally, and arguably the most important part, is the coding of 

both the C++ console application and Arduino microprocessor. The resulting 

programs allowed the entire system to operate harmoniously and efficiently.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A 

Table A1: Rolling Resistance (2015). 
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Appendix B 

Table B1: Material Sroperties of Some Spring Wires  (R. G. Budynas, 2015). 
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Table B2: Formulas for the Dimensional Characteristics of Compression 

Springs (R. G. Budynas, 2015) 

 

 

Table B3: Constant A and m of Sut = A/   for Estimating Minimum Tensile 

Strength of Common Spring Wires (R. G. Budynas, 2015) 
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Appendix C. 

Table C1: Cantilever Beams Slopes and Deflections (Hibbeler, 2011) 
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Appendix D. 

Table D1: Diameters and Areas of Coarse-Pitch and Fine-pitch Metric Threads 

(R. G. Budynas, 2015) 
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Table D2: Metric Mechanical-Property Classes for Steel Bolts, Screws, and 

Studs (R. G. Budynas, 2015) 
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Appendix E. 

Industrial Drawing1 
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Industial drawing 2 
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Industrial drawing 3 
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Appendix F: 

volatile byte one_revolution; 

 unsigned int rpm; 

 unsigned long timeold; 

    bool flag=0; 

 void setup() 

 { 

   Serial.begin(9600); 

   one_revolution = 0; 

   rpm = 0; 

   timeold = 0; 

   pinMode(3,INPUT); 

 

 

 } 

 void loop() 

 { 

   

     

    int x=digitalRead(3); 

    if (x==1) 

    { 

      flag=1; 

    } 

    if (x==0 && flag==1) 

    { 

      one_revolution++; 

      flag=0; 

      } 

      delay(100); 

     

   if (one_revolution >= 5) {  

       

     //Update RPM every 5 counts or 1 round 

     rpm = 60*1000/(millis() - timeold)*( one_revolution/5); 

     timeold = millis(); 

     one_revolution = 0; 

     Serial.println(rpm,DEC); 

   } 

 } 
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Appendix G 

const int CS1 = 5; // digital pin used for pwm 

const int CS2 = 6; // digital pin used for pwm 

 

const int button = 2; // digital pin connected to switch output 

const int X_pin = 0; // analog pin connected to X output 

const int Y_pin = 1; // analog pin connected to Y output 

 

 

const int breaka=10; // break triggers 

const int breakb=11; 

const int stopp=12; 

const int select=13; 

 

char mind = 'n'; 

int velocity; 

 

void setup() 

 

{ 

  pinMode (CS1, OUTPUT);   

  pinMode (CS2, OUTPUT);  

  pinMode (breaka, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(breaka,LOW); 

  pinMode (breakb, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(breakb,LOW); 

  pinMode (select,INPUT); 

  Serial.begin(115200); 

} 

  

void loop() { 

 

int halt=digitalRead (stopp); 

int choice = digitalRead(select); 

 

if (halt == 1) 

{ 

digitalWrite(breaka, LOW); // breaks are on 

digitalWrite(breakb, LOW); 

} 

 

else if (halt == 0) 

{ 

   

digitalWrite(breaka, HIGH); // breaks are off 

digitalWrite(breakb, HIGH); 

if (choice ==0) 

  { 
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float x=analogRead(X_pin); 

float y=analogRead(Y_pin); 

 

  x=(512-x)/100; 

  y=(y-512)/100; 

 

double mag=sqrt(x*x+y*y); 

double angle=atan (y/x)*180/3.141592; 

 

if (angle <0) 

{ 

angle =angle +180; 

} 

 

velocity= 255-round(mag)*50; 

 

 

if (mag<1) 

{  

  

analogWrite(CS1,255); // motors off  

analogWrite(CS2,255); 

  

} 

 

else if (mag<5.4) 

{  

 

 

        if (angle>70 && angle <110) 

         

            { 

           analogWrite(CS1,velocity); 

           analogWrite(CS2,velocity); 

             } 

         else if ( angle >45 && angle < 135) 

                   { 

                       if (angle > 90) 

                        { 

                        analogWrite(CS1,velocity*0.9); 

                        analogWrite(CS2,velocity);  

                       

                          } 

                          else if (angle < 90) 

                          { 

 

                          analogWrite(CS1,velocity); 

                          analogWrite(CS2,velocity*0.9);  

                       

                          } 
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                  } 

          else if ( angle >20 && angle < 160) 

                { 

                       if (angle > 90) 

                        { 

                          analogWrite(CS1,velocity*0.85); 

                          analogWrite(CS2,velocity); 

                       

                          } 

                          else if (angle < 90) 

                          { 

                          analogWrite(CS1,velocity); 

                          analogWrite(CS2,velocity*0.85);  

                       

                          } 

                  } 

    else if (angle >-1 && angle < 181) 

                 { 

                       if (angle > 90) 

                        { 

                          analogWrite(CS1,velocity*0.8); 

                          analogWrite(CS2,velocity);  

                       

                          } 

                          else if (angle < 90) 

                          { 

 

                          analogWrite(CS1,velocity); 

                          analogWrite(CS2,velocity*0.8);  

                       

                          } 

                  }    

} 

 

 

 

 

 Serial.print("x-axis"); 

 Serial.print(x); 

 Serial.print("\n"); 

 Serial.print("y-axis"); 

 Serial.print(y); 

 Serial.print("\n"); 

 Serial.print(mag); 

 Serial.print("\n"); 

 Serial.print(angle); 

 Serial.print("\n\n"); 

    

 

  } 
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else if (choice == 1) 

{ 

 

 if (Serial.available()) 

 {    

 mind=Serial.read(); 

 } 

 

if ( mind== 'n' || mind == 'Z') 

{ 

analogWrite(CS1,255); // motors off  

analogWrite(CS2,255); 

} 

 

else if (mind != 'n') 

{ 

  

if (mind == 'w') 

{ 

analogWrite(CS1,150);  

analogWrite(CS2,150); 

} 

else if (mind == 'd') 

{ 

analogWrite(CS1,150);  

analogWrite(CS2,170); 

} 

else if (mind == 'a') 

{ 

 

analogWrite(CS1,170);  

analogWrite(CS2,150); 

} 

 

} 

} 

} 

 

} 
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Appendix H 

 
#include <windows.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include<iostream> 
 
using namespace std; 
  
int main() 
{ 
 int again; 
 cout<<"Press 1 to start operation"<<endl; 
 cin>>again; 
 
 char x='i'; 
    char bytes_to_send[1]; 
  
    // Declare variables and structures 
    HANDLE hSerial; 
    DCB dcbSerialParams = {0}; 
    COMMTIMEOUTS timeouts = {0}; 
          
    // Open the highest available serial port number 
    fprintf(stderr, "Opening serial port..."); 
    hSerial = CreateFileA ( 
                "\\\\.\\COM11", GENERIC_READ|GENERIC_WRITE, 0, NULL, 
                OPEN_EXISTING, FILE_ATTRIBUTE_NORMAL, NULL ); 
    if (hSerial == INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE) 
    { 
            fprintf(stderr, "Error\n"); 
            return 1; 
    } 
    else fprintf(stderr, "OK\n"); 
      
     
    dcbSerialParams.DCBlength = sizeof(dcbSerialParams); 
    if (GetCommState(hSerial, &dcbSerialParams) == 0) 
    { 
        fprintf(stderr, "Error getting device state\n"); 
        CloseHandle(hSerial); 
        return 1; 
    } 
      
    dcbSerialParams.BaudRate = CBR_9600; 
    dcbSerialParams.ByteSize = 8; 
    dcbSerialParams.StopBits = ONESTOPBIT; 
    dcbSerialParams.Parity = NOPARITY; 
    if(SetCommState(hSerial, &dcbSerialParams) == 0) 
    { 
        fprintf(stderr, "Error setting device parameters\n"); 
        CloseHandle(hSerial); 
        return 1; 
    } 
  
    // Set COM port timeout settings 
    timeouts.ReadIntervalTimeout = 50; 
    timeouts.ReadTotalTimeoutConstant = 50; 
    timeouts.ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier = 10; 
    timeouts.WriteTotalTimeoutConstant = 50; 
    timeouts.WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier = 10; 
    if(SetCommTimeouts(hSerial, &timeouts) == 0) 
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    { 
        fprintf(stderr, "Error setting timeouts\n"); 
        CloseHandle(hSerial); 
        return 1; 
    } 
 while(again == 1 && x != 'z') 
 { 
 cout<<"Enter value to send"<<endl; 
 cin>>x; 
 
 bytes_to_send[0] = x; 
  
    // Send specified text (remaining command line arguments) 
    DWORD bytes_written, total_bytes_written = 0; 
    fprintf(stderr, "Sending bytes..."); 
    if(!WriteFile(hSerial, bytes_to_send, 1, &bytes_written, NULL)) 
    { 
        fprintf(stderr, "Error\n"); 
        CloseHandle(hSerial); 
        return 1; 
    }    
    fprintf(stderr, "%d bytes written\n", bytes_written); 
 
 
 } 
      
    // Close serial port 
    fprintf(stderr, "Closing serial port..."); 
    if (CloseHandle(hSerial) == 0) 
    { 
        fprintf(stderr, "Error\n"); 
        return 1; 
    } 
    fprintf(stderr, "OK\n"); 
  
    // exit normally 
  
    return 0; 
} 
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